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1. Tech specification for each paddle board: 
In attachment you can find tech specification for each paddle board. 
 
2. Remote control pairing: 
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ME61n2tPcko  
 
3. Remote control mouting on a paddle: 
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hbkyV5p1YE  
 
4. Remote control charging: 
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ey8wzTye7eY  
 
5. Cover mounting SipaDrive: 
The SipaDrive MUST always be completely dry before opening its cover. 
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQXAXv_Gr9o  
 
6. Propeller replacement: 
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8nQ9DMVpt8  
 
7. LED lights turn on: 
For using LED lights at night - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-COXt0KXf0  
You need to: tap the start button twice very fast or you can hold the button 1 and press start 
 
8. SipaBoards App – only for iPhones: 
The SipaBoard App takes you through the whole process of inflating.  
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLfVBYhYm2M  
 
9. Drive user manual – video, instruction manual, quick guide: 
Please read the whole instruction manual when using the SipaBoard for the first time (you can find it 
in attachment + quick guide). 
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADxHh97CuxY  
 
MOST IMPORTANT THINGS: 
Cleaning: 
Clean everything EXCEPT THE INSIDE OF THE SIPADRIVE. If you’ve been paddling in salt water make 
sure to rinse the board and the outside of the SipaDrive with fresh water and dry them before 
transport. Clean the propeller, propeller channel, and protective mesh after every session. NEVER 
store the SipaBoard wet. NEVER use soap to clean the SipaBoard, just fresh water. 
Battery charging: 
It is perfectly fine to use a SipaBoard until the battery runs out, as it is programmed to leave a certain 
charge left in the battery. When left alone, however, the battery will continue to slowly discharge 
itself. Charge the battery after every session, especially if you drained it during your paddling. A 
discharged battery can further drain itself over time past acceptable limits, damaging or even 
completely ruining the battery. The battery MUST also be charged before a long period of non-usage.  
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